Independent learning
(Make information sheets or posters)
Maths.
Place value
Fractions, decimals and percentages
Adding and subtracting
Shapes – co ordinates, symmetry, angles within shapes and on a straight line.

Measures – including time.
( research these on maths antics )

Literacy
Write a small diary entry for each day – remember to describe thoughts and feelings.
Research the lives of rich and poor Victorian children.
Create a newspaper article of your choosing
Write a creative story based on courage.

Reading
Read each day.
Keep a reading review about each book you read – remember to include themes.
Learn 3 different poems.
Research the life of a famous children’s author of your choosing.

History
Choose any monarch in British history and research – (Lady Jane Grey and king George 111 are interesting)
Choose an old and modern artist – research and see if you can create pictures in their style.
Geography
You have been invited to make a speech in front of the world leaders about climate change. Write it and practice reading it. Choose an endangered animal and research.

Music
Choose a music genre and musical artist of your choice and research. Can you make a biography about them?

Sports
Design your own modern sporting venue. Research and create a biography of any sportsperson of your choice.